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Water is probably the most essential raw material in papermaking. Whilst on the fibre and adjuvant side at 
least theoretically alternatives are available (wood, pulp, waste paper, Rosin, AKD or ASA), there aren’t any for 
the water, yet. 

In recent decades, a lot of attention has been paid to this medium especially due to regulatory pressure and 
environmental aspects. Ultimately, all paper manufacturers are forced to keep an eye on their water circuits 
and to deal cost-effectively with their chemicals.

This led and still leads to even more narrow water circuits and in some exceptional cases culminates in fully 
closed water systems. However quite a few paper mills made a step back again. The reasons for that are 
manifold, one reason surely being the limited usability of chemical additives in such systems.

An exception is the Schrobenhausen mill of LEIPA Georg Leinfelder GmbH, which besides Schwedt/Oder is 
the second location of the LEIPA Group.

The Schrobenhausen site was founded in 1847 and is producing virgin fibre based HiCare-flexible packaging 
for the pharmaceutical and food industry as well as conventional waste paper based packaging products 
like multilayer cardboard or coloured recycled papers on 2 paper machines. On this 2 machines the mill is 
manufacturing paper and board from 100 % waste paper with a 100 % closed water circuit system and a 
fresh water consumption that tends to zero.

The produced paper and board is mainly for niche markets where sizing (unfortunately still measured as 
Cobb60) is still quite important.

In the past, the necessity of a graded sizing in conjunction with a fully closed water system could only be 
guaranteed by using Rosin glue and the well-known aluminium compounds.

Synthetic sizing agents like AKD and ASA failed due to various reasons like pulp and water quality, starch 
preparation, machinery costs, stability, retention system, deposits and so on.

Today, despite this difficult conditions, using a polymer supported ASA system provided by CS Compact 
System, it is possible to create all necessary sizing grades. 

The ASA emulsion can be produced directly at the mill without using starch and without space filling 
machinery in a stable process. 

Under the mentioned production conditions, this system is actually the benchmark for machine cleanness, 
operating efficiency and stability.
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